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AN INTEGRAL INEQUALITY

FOR THE DISC MULTIPLIER

A. CORDOBA

Abstract. In this paper an integral inequality is proved for the Bochner-Riesz

operators in dimension two. This inequality expresses how those operators are

controlled by maximal functions associated to families of rectangles with an ap-

propriate number of directions.

In R2 let us consider the family of Fourier multipliers defined by

(TJ)\è) = {l-\è\2)a+fU),       a>0.

We construct explicitly another family {Ua} of bounded operators in L2(R") such

that ||l/a||L2 Li < Ca1, a > 0, and verify the following

Theorem. For every f g S^(R2) and every locally integrable w we have:

j (TJ(x)fu(x)dx  < / \f(x)\2UM*) dx.
'R R-

The proof of this theorem is an immediate consequence of the following proposi-

tion:

Suppose that <i>: R -» R is a smooth function supported in [-1, +1] and let us

consider the operator defined by

Proposition. For every fin y (R2) and every locally integrable u, we have

í \Ssf(x)\2u(x)dx*:  f \f(x)\2AsU(x)dx,

where ||^*to||2 < C\logS\l/2\\u\\2, for some universal constant C < oo.

More concretely,

,l/2\

Aso> = Mx   Ms-1/2   El^l2]

where Mt, t > 1, denotes the maximal function in R2 with respect to rectangles of

Pjk 'eccentricity equal to t, and each operator Psk is defined as a multiplier,
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associated to the characteristic function of a rectangle in R2, in such a way that

In the proof we shall use the results and follow the notations of [1-3].

With TV = [5"1/2] we consider a smooth partition of unity { ßj}>=1     ^ of the unit

circle so that

ßj(0) = ß(N(8 - Ivj/N)),

where ß is a smooth function supported on [-1, +1].

We define (7}/)*(£) = m/€)/({), where m(rew) = <b(8-l(r - 1))0,(0).

We shall prove the estimate

, 2

(I)

IN/4 y_

/J I Tjf{x)\  o*(x)dx *Jjf(x)\ Aso>(x)Dx

which easily implies the desired result.

Using Parseval's identity one obtains

(I) =
j, k   R

where (P>)"(£) = xß;.4(0/(0, Q',k = SUP P(mj) + sup/>(mt).

Therefore

i{LTjf(x))2c5(x)dx<f Z\Tjf{x)\
2\l/2

L\PfMx)\)     dx
j,k I

To finish we use Proposition 1.2 of [1] and Theorem 3 of [2]. An estimate similar

to that given in the theorem, without an explicit description of Ua, was obtained by

Rubio de Francia in [5] using the results of [4].

Added in Proof. During the preparation of this paper we have learned that A.

Carbery has obtained results very similar to our main theorem.
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